
Gorilla Cookies Auto Yield Per Plant - Gorilla
Cookies Auto Cannabis Strain Week-by-Week
Guide
It produces 500 - 600 gr/m2 (6 - 2 oz/ft2) indoors and 50 - 300 gr (2 - 11 oz) per plant You'd expect
numbers like this from a photoperiod variety, but this one's an auto with its whole seed-to-harvest
timeline fitting into 10 weeks or Grow Set Up

Yield: 1-2 oz/ft² (indoors), 15-22 oz/plant (outdoors) Grow difficulty: Easy: Are Gorilla Cookies seeds
available in auto-flowering? Gorilla Cookies weed strain is one of the top auto-flowering strains
available, making the growing process all that much

Gorilla Cookies Auto Grow Diary and Review with Tips for a

Greetings, growmies! In this review, I'm going to summarize my recent Gorilla Cookies Auto grow It's
been one of my most successful grows yet, as this incredible strain let me harvest a little over 19 ounces
(543 grams) of perfect bud in 63 days from It was an incredible experience!
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Buy Gorilla Cookies Autoflowering Marijuana Seeds Online -
Crop King Seeds

Only in eight to nine weeks, the plants will yield around 300-600 grams per square Growing Cookies
Auto Hybrid indoors is a lot more suitable when the Sea Of Green method is applied since it can manage
the vertical position of their Keep the weeds in a manageable environment and can 400-550 grams per
square Rated 5 out of 5

Gorilla Cookies Auto by High Speed Buds from Seed City

For indoor growing, the Gorilla Cookies Auto strain takes a total of only 60-65 days to mature after
After this rather short growing period, you will be able to harvest 600-650g per square In outdoor grow,
this autoflowering cannabis plant will give you 150-180g per



Gorilla Glue Autoflower Grow Journal: 13 Trouble-Free Weeks

Gorilla Glue Auto was grown in coco, under a 270W LED, and the whole grow cycle took 13 weeks (8
weeks of flowering) The grower performed LST and very light defoliation, and he accidentally topped
the main Nevertheless, the plant yielded 76 g (68 oz) of resinous Setup Highlights How to Grow Gorilla
Glue Autoflower in Veg

Best Autoflower Strains For An Easy Outdoor Grow - I Love
Growing Marijuana

Girl Scout Cookies Extreme Autoflower plants produce dense and potent, crystal-covered, purplish
Expect yields of about 5-7 ounces of usable bud per plant within about eight Buy gsc auto seeds AK-47
Autoflower AK-47 cannabis traces its origins back to 1990s This award-winning strain has four different



Average autoflower yields Cannabis Growing Forum

So many Autos out there, some only get 18" tall while another gets 4 feet or more, one finishes in 60
days another in I didn't weight mine but I got 6 quarts per plant on my Wet Teddy Bears (12-16 weeks),
while a Slow Poke gave up 20 quarts (untrimmed, think hash) (16-20 weeks) The WTBs were over 4
feet tall, the SP was near 8

Autoflowering Cannabis Yields | How Much Can I Harvest?

Gorilla Cookies Auto is not only a high-yielder but also a truly powerful strain, resulting from the cross
between two resistant strains, you'll be amazed by the quantity and quality of this great genetics which
grows around 100cm and can produce up to 600gr/

https://lamotagrow.com/how-many-strains-of-gorilla-glue-are-there/


Top 10 High Yield Autoflower Seeds (With Pictures)

It boasts a THC content of up to 23% which is a pretty strong THC amount, and yields around 50 to 300
grams per plant when grown outdoors or 400 to 600 g/m2 indoors, so yields a solid amount either The
Gorilla Glue #4 Auto reaches its flowering stage and is ready for harvest in around 55 to 58 days after
germination which is very

2022's Best Autoflower Seeds: Top 10+ High-Yielding



Gorilla Cookies autoflowering seeds are a big producer of both yield and These auto seeds produce
resin-heavy buds of up to 600 g/m2; perfect for commercial growers and heavy Did

Gorilla Cookies by Growers Choice from Seed City

The medium tall plant grows like an indica with heavy sidebranches and a big main The thc levels are
through the roof with an average of 24% and some of more than 27% Superstrain for daytime and
nightime smoke to relax and get indica 60% sativa 40% thc 24-27% cbd4% indoor yield 500-650gr/m2
outdoor yield 450-650g/ per plant



Top 10 Highest THC Autoflower Strains - GreenBudGuru

Gorilla Cookies Auto ~ 27% True to its name, this strain is as mighty as a Gorilla in its Gorilla Cookies
Auto makes it on top of our strongest auto-flowering list due to its whopping 27% THC Not only is this
strain big on its THC content, but also in its yield that ranges anywhere between 500-600 gr/

Explosive Yields: 10 Highest Yielding Autoflowering Strains

Top 10 Highest Yielding Autoflowers Super Critical Auto ~ 800g/m2 Tangie Matic Auto ~ 450-650g/m2



Girl Scout Cookies Auto ~ 650g/m2 Gorilla Glue Auto ~ 600g/m2 Stardawg Auto ~ 600g/m2 Crystal
Meth Auto ~ 600g/m2 Gorilla Glue #4 Auto ~ 600g/m2 West Coast OG Auto ~ 600g/m2 Amnesia Gold
Auto ~ 600g/m2 Northern Lights x BBR ~ 600g/m2

How Much Weed Do You Get From An Autoflower?

Regular plants typically generate yields ranging from 10 to 50 grams per plant, however the super auto
strain, which is the next level up, is capable of producing yields ranging from 100 to 200 grams per
Gorilla Cookies Auto has a THC content of 27 percent; Strawberry Banana Auto has a THC content of
27 percent; The Strawberry

Gorilla Glue #4 Grow Journal and Week-by-Week Guide - Weed
KB

In it, we go into details of this strain's cultivation from seed to harvest, using one real-life Gorilla Glue
#4 grow journal as an example and occasionally drawing on data from other grow We describe a grow
cycle that took 14 weeks from seed ( 10 weeks of flowering) and yielded 159 grams (62 ounces) of
premium



How Much Do Autoflowering Plants Yield? - RQS Blog - Royal
Queen Seeds

If you have access to these conditions, you can expect a rewarding outdoor autoflower yield of around
150-175g/plant; genetics and climate will affect these However, if you have to make do with a shaded
spot with significantly less sunlight, reel in your expectations to around 50-100g/ Pot size

Sea of Green is Easy - Read for Huge Yields - Herbies

A cross between two amazing Indica-dominant parents, this strain guarantees indoor yields of up to
800g/m 2 (6oz/ft 2) with SoG grows after only 55-65 days of As it's a photoperiod strain, it's best to
grow Mimosa Shot as a mother to take clones from rather than growing multiple plants from



DWC Fastbuds Gorilla Cookie Auto | Page 9 | 420 Magazine

Alot of calmag products can have high n-p-k numbers, especially the N So be carefull with I don't know
enough about the Lucas formula to Im using GH nutes Micro Lucas formula just a 2:1 ratio of 2 parts
Bloom 1 part Micro,,,for the whole grow,,,, GH says not to add Calmag as enough Calmag in it
already,,,,but

Super Autoflower Seeds - The Ultimate Marijuana Growing
Guide

When well-tended to, it can yield up to 6 ounces per square foot of Its 25% THC levels are very high
and are known to induce euphoria followed by feelings of happiness and relaxation, perfect for winding
down a long Bruce Banner Autoflower Seed Properties Buy Bruce Banner Autoflower Seeds 40%
Indica 60% Sativa THC levels up to 25%
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